Summary
This study identified a cluster of 7 key critical skills that set top-performing CSEs apart from their peers. These skills were identified regardless of whether the CSE was a police or civilian CSE, or the jurisdiction in which the CSE worked, whether a larger or smaller jurisdiction or a regional or a capital location. Of the 18 top-performing CSEs 12 had a bachelor degree and all had the equivalent of a crime scene diploma. Good CSEs were recognised as having a sound scientific knowledge underpinning their work. What seemed important was that they used this knowledge to think in a holistic way, often outside the square to inform their decision making. Higher cognitive ability seems critical to high performance. Previous life experience was seen as being important in preparing CSEs to deal with the often difficult circumstances present at crime scenes. In addition to the previous three key skills, our study identified a cluster of social aspects which reflected on the individual personality characteristics of high performing CSEs. These include: work orientation, communication skills, professional demeanour and overall approach to life. Taking these together a typical high performing CSE would come across as a modest but self confident individual, interested in other people and an active listener and effective negotiator, a realistic and positive person with a good work/life balance reflected in outside interests and strong family support.

Future Directions
This was the first project in Australia to identify the critical skills associated with top-performance in CSE. In future projects we will develop a recruitment strategy informed by these findings. For further information about future work into top-performance in crime scene examination please contact either Associate Professor Roberta Julian - Phone: +613 62262217, Roberta.Julian@utas.edu.au Dr Sally Kelty - Phone: +61 3 62262320, Sally.Kelty@utas.edu.au
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Project Overview
Processing a crime scene is considered to be one of the most critical aspects of effective criminal investigations. The crime scene is where good forensic science begins and, when a scene is processed well, where accurate and high quality evidence is gathered. Inadequately managed scenes can result in poor quality forensic evidence being used and increases the risk of ineffective investigations and/or wrongful convictions, such as in the cases of Madeline McCann (UK), Chamberlain and Stafford (Australia) and Moran (Canada).

Several in-depth reports from the US (the National Academies of Sciences (NAS) report) and UK (Scientific Work Improvement Model (SWIM) report) have highlighted that some CSEs noticeably outperform their peers in the quality of their work. The UK SWIM report noted that high performing CSEs attend more scenes and gather higher quality traces that are more likely to be successfully processed in laboratories and more likely to lead to positive identifications. Higher performance of CSEs appears to allow forensic science to contribute to more positive justice outcomes and leave fewer cases unsolved. However, what neither of these reports explained was why some CSEs excel.

If photographing, documenting, and collecting high-quality and accurate traces from a scene are so vital, what are the attributes of top-performing CSEs? The purpose of this study is to help answer this question by identifying the key attributes of Australian CSEs who excel in their role.
Approach to life. Higher performing CSE/Os have a clear work life separation, have a busy and active out of work life, and have good family/professional demeanour. Good CSEs are known as positive people who rarely complain and act in a professional manner doing their work or the "lazy" CSEs, (described as 'slackers', or those who cannot be bothered to work)[1]. Poor or lazy CSEs were seen as like to work with poor performing peers (poor at their work or the "lazy" CSEs, described as 'slackers', or those who cannot be bothered to work)[1]. Poor or lazy CSEs were seen as not to be depended on. One senior homicide investigator said that: 'when you go to a scene you don't know who turns up, you wait and see so and so get out of the van and you think "oh no, might as well go home, we'll get nothing"'. When good CSEs arrive at scenes they appear to instil confidence in the investigators who feel they can leave the scene in the CSE's hands and start other tasks, such as door-knocks or debriefings with other investigators. With poor CSEs in attendance, investigators overwhelmingly believe they have no confidence that the scene will be processed well and feel they cannot leave the CSEs "unmanaged". This can lead to tensions and conflicts that create difficulties for crime scene management.

Key Findings

We analysed the interviews using Smith’s (1995) content analysis approach to identify the critical skills of top performing CSEs. We then clustered the critical skills into meaningful skill categories. We identified seven critical skills that set top-performing CSEs apart from their peers.

TABLE 1 - Summary of Critical Skills within each Skill-Set Category for Top-Performing CSEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill category</th>
<th>Critical skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Abilities</td>
<td>Lateral thinker, open, curious to new ideas and alternative methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge base</td>
<td>University degree (not necessarily sciences/ forensic science)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Crime scene to court (real life experience)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work orientation</td>
<td>Good time-management, Genuine interest / dedication to role (goes beyond job description)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>Active listeners with good negotiation/ assume interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional demeanour</td>
<td>Unassuming and modest, respected, high credibility, ignores pettiness and internal politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to life</td>
<td>Fitness and health orientation, Positive viewpoint/positive about life, realistic about life events, uses black humour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of the Critical Skill Sets

- Cognitive abilities. We were told that one difference between good and average CSE/Os was their ability to think on their feet, to respond quickly when things changed at the scene and to make reasoned rather than rash decisions.
- Knowledge base. Our interviewees said that good CSE/Os have a holistic understanding of where CSI fits into the criminal justice process; they understand the legal aspects of evidence they collect, and they have a sound scientific knowledge that underpins their work.
- Experience. We were told about the importance of having life experience and managing difficult situations, such as talking to a victim's children at a suicide scene, or attending the home of someone who has been deceased for weeks.
- Work orientation and approach to life. We were told that good CSE/Os have great amounts of energy and are passionate in what they do.
- Communication skills. Our interviewees stressed that good CSE/Os are good communicators and can “talk to anyone”, not just performing well as expert witnesses in court.
- Professional demeanour. Good CSE/Os are known as positive people who rarely complain and act in a professional manner doing their work to the best of their ability.
- Approach to life. Higher performing CSE/Os have a clear work life separation, have a busy and active out of work life, and have good family/friend support.

Impacts of top-performing CSEs on police investigations and forensic laboratories

During the interviews it became apparent that high-performing CSEs impact positively in five ways upon police investigations, their own peers, and upon efficiencies within forensic laboratories.

Higher quality evidence

Several managers and police supervisors of CSEs told us that their top CSEs collect higher quality evidence that is less likely to be rejected at the laboratory because the sample's could not be analysed. Further, that where top-performing CSEs collect DNA from a scene the swabs are more likely to lead to identification or be of a quality that can result in the data being uploaded to the database. These comments by supervisors were verified by their nominated CSEs having the highest fingerprint and DNA hit rates (where that level of personnel benchmarking was available).

It was noted that top-performing CSEs were not always quicker at processing a scene; often they took much longer as they were more thorough relative to their peers. Further, they did not collect less samples on average, but the selection of evidence taken was based on careful and reasoned decisions. In one jurisdiction the top-two CSEs achieve ten-fold better results than their peers regardless of their years in service.

From the police investigators’ perspective we were told that usually the evidence collected by good CSEs made sense from both a probabilistic perspective but also from an investigation viewpoint and was often more likely to influence the direction of the investigation and determine the outcome of the case.

Impacts on CSE's direct colleagues

The CSEs who took part in this project described what it was like to work with poor performing peers (poor at their work or the "lazy" CSEs, described as 'slackers', or those who cannot be bothered to work)[1]. Poor or lazy CSEs were seen as a burden and placed greater demands on colleagues. Often at major scenes two or more CSEs would attend. If one or two of the team are poor or lazy[1] the others have to deal with the impact on resources. When two or more CSEs have differing performance levels but the same number of years experience the share of the responsibility for processing the scene is not evenly shared. The better CSE not only assumes the management of the scene but also has to supervise and manage the work of poorer CSEs. We were told that at some scenes good CSEs send the poorer CSEs (especially lazy ones) on errands (for coffee/to fetch more resources/to call people); having them out of the scene is considered better than having them in. This was, we were told, impact on staff morale, increases the managerial burden of good CSEs and increases the amount of perceived occupational stress and time-pressure. We were told that employing poor CSEs directly increased the felt stress of good CSEs.

Impacts on police investigators

The detectives in this study said that good CSEs (compared with poorer CSEs) had an enormous impact upon their resource allocation in the vital first stages of major investigations. Many senior detectives said they came to know who the best CSEs are. The good CSEs are seen working at scenes by their police colleagues. These same colleagues then read CSE's reports and watch them present evidence in court. After a few years the police say they know who the good CSEs are and they gain a working respect for their opinion. Poor CSEs gain a reputation as being unreliable and not to be depended on. One senior homicide investigator said that: ‘when you go to a scene you don’t know who turns up, you wait and see so and so get out of the van and you think ‘oh no, might as well go home, we’ll get nothing’’. When good CSEs arrive at scenes they appear to instil confidence in the investigators who feel they can leave the scene in the CSE's hands and start other tasks, such as door-knocks or debriefings with other investigators. With poor CSEs in attendance, investigators overwhelmingly believe they have no confidence that the scene will be processed well and feel they cannot leave the CSEs “unmanaged”. This can lead to tensions and conflicts that create difficulties for crime scene management.

Impacts on the laboratory, and why university level science knowledge is considered vital

The managers and forensic scientists who took part in this study noted that good CSEs reduce resource use and staff time in forensic laboratories because they collect better evidence. Samples brought to the lab are usually not identified as poor until examined. Poor samples require staff time to tag, trage and store, supervisor job allocation time, the scientist’s time to analyse them, and finally to return them. For example, clothing found at a scene is sent to the lab for a residue trace analysis, but the residue would have been lost at the scene due to the time erosion of the trace. A good CSE would look at the clothing and say, “shame but the trace will have been lost, been outside too long, we won’t take this to the lab”.

Impacts at the scene and wider implications

Good CSEs are described as wanting to join the dots, are persistent and have an enquiring mind. They want explanations for anomalies in scenes rather than not worry about them. For example, they will not just accept that a homicide weapon, not present in the sealed scene itself, was taken away by the offender; they will look longer and more thoroughly for it. The scene for a good CSE can be “mentally” far wider than the cordoned off scene. The implication of this can be that a good CSE will be more likely to find evidence at serious crimes and this can save resources later. For example, a good CSE who puts in the extra mile and thinks more laterally and uncovers the weapon could save a more time consuming search later. In financial terms this can equate to large manpower savings such as by avoiding broader searches where volunteer state emergency services or police officers with dogs are called out.

- Of note, this does not apply to new recruits being mentored/apprenticed.